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We now have a new group of officers in CATS! Let’s wish them Luck in their new positions. We also should thank the outgoing officers at this time for the great job they did carrying CATS through the past year. We had some wonderful meetings, with great guests and lots of things to see and do. Still lots of rumors flying around the grapevine about a takever of Timex. So far nothing to all these rumors. SYNTAX has come back, bigger than ever. We hope we can all give Kirt Olsen lots of good reasons to Keep publishing. All members who had a SYNC subscription who have not heard further from SYNC about their refund or reassignment of their subscripton should write to PRESIDENT OF ZIFF DAVIS PUBLISHING at ONE PARK AVENUE, New York 10016. Scream loud and clear. There is very little going on that’s exciting in the TIMEX field. Most of the peripheral manufacturers are stil] hanging in. Remember, when you write to an advertiser tell them where you saw their ad. If you see a slight change in the look of the newsletter, it’s because we have a new Editor. Yours’ truly sent out a cry for contributions to this month's newsletter and was pleasantly surprised to get submissions from far and near. Phil Doughty of Providence,RI. Duncan Teague of Memphis,TN. Jim Hayes of Dover ,DE. And lastly from CATS locally, Beeler ,Cohen, Conger, The Fishers, Gerber, Pollock, and Shaffer. We will wait with anticipation for the August submissions that are due by July 21st please. If you really want to have fun attend the HAM and COMPUTERIST FEST at Howard County July 29. If you've never been , you are in for a great thrill. You may even come away with a new Monitor or what have you! This issue has a report from a committee meeting. Let's hope we receive a report for the members from other Committee chairmen. JULES GESANG 
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1984 Meeting and Newsletter deadlines 

July 14th | ------- 
August 11th July 21 
September 8th Aug 18 
October 13th Sep 22 
November 10th Oct 20 
December 8th Nov 17 

SUBMIT ALL NEWSLETTER MATERIAL 
DIRECT TO JULES GESANG,BOX 452 
RANDALLSTOWN,MD 21133 TO ARRIVE 

NO LATER THAN DEADLINE. 

ONE LAST MESSAGE 

Vell, Saturday (6-9) was my 
last day as your president 

I would Like to thank the 5S 
members who were present ror! the 
almost pseudo, but effective 
ceremony. 

Arter the break the new 
administration was cfficially 
seated, and Hike L, Cohen.U.p. 
took Charge and closed the meet- 
ing. 
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For exampie, I had the oppor- 
tunity to write an article ror 
SYNC MAGAZINE . a nationatty 
distributed periodicat. 

This was a special event ror 
me because I have never had ars 
education in the computer rfieid 
Other than what I had learned 
From the ciub and the members, 

This little artictée tha Wat 
Pfinted in the MARCH/APRIL 
1fsve. hat promped as re 
that contin: t his 
ig io sas, i 
me Fram az 
and I stit 
arround th 

itha 
there m 
Played 
success 

First I 
duties Ges ice he put me irn 
touch wit rend at SYNE. 
SYNC told me uh z they uere 
looking foriihe subject matter 
theu wanted ta Presenti. 

c d s VErY imparf tant 
isher and his new 
cies 

It was these articles, not ta 
mention my incessant questioning 
or Mark about specifics. that 
gave me the foundation to write 
the articte, 

The whole point or this story 
is to stress just how important 
to me the the CATS club and my 
asscciation with it has been. "i 
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One or the most impressive 
developments during mu adminis- 
tration mas the expansion of the 
CATS NEUSLETTES. 

Thanks to Hark and his staff f: 
Our newsietter has become one or 
finest periodicals in the 
country. 

R speciali thanks has to be 
9i=€n to Jules, 

During the begining months or 
ma term, ules would turn up oles 
tome or the most extraordinary 
guests, ta Fili out the monthty 
meeting. 

Fer example, it was Jules, whe 
$omehcou finagied a way to get 
a TIMEX COMPUTER engineer ta 
YiSit us at no cost to the club, 

He was giuasus able to inform 
UL accuratety. on ongoing activ- 
ities at TIMEX and €¥eryane eise 
in the computer field. 

It zeemed Like we mere giuaus 
the first tn know the Latest 
DEWE Ewen when we didn^t Like it 

Without a doubt jdules^ contri- 
bution to the tiub has been if- 
meaturabie,. 

I am resi wit the 
mew Officer Mark az 
President i one or the 
bett things ave 
happened to 

OI am nisa at Gur 
neu Treasure: ut sa 
much work i it is 
Pleasing ta ne nor 
our congztru ere, 

Mike Coher excei- 
Lent, since beenrartici- 
Pating with cutive board far 
the past couste GF months. He 
will already be Familiar with 
what is wanted and and needed 
by the club, 

MJ hat's of fF to Wayson Lee, He 
ig the onis officer to run and 
be elected to iuo successive 
terms. His contribution to the 
Club has been sincere and 
Profitable. He coutd use more 
People Like him, 

& Secretary 
. He is 

And Bob Curnutt 
i selerctic 
nted with the problems ' 

i tteneded severai 
ive ings and already 

5 the rest of the board. 

All-in-ait I am lcoking for- 
Ward to the next year. It looks. 
to me like we have an 
H-NUHBER-üNE-TERM!'!!1]11 

DATABASE GROUP MEETS AT CONGER S. 

The 3rd session of the PROGRAM 
APPLICATIONS GROUP met on Saturday 
June 23rd at the home of John 
Conger. Nine computerists attended 
the meeting to discuss database 
programming. The meeting began 
with a short review of the file 
program in MEMOTEXT, followed by 
quick reviews of PROFILE and 
VU-FILE. Mike Cohen of Bowe 
(262-4642) gave a demonstration of 
TFO, including how to format files 
and reports. The conclusion, 
presented by John, was a short 
discussion of the extent to which 
TFO, in particular, allows you to 
do many of the same operations as a 
d-BASE II. The next session of the 
group will be in September; 
suggestions of other applications 
would be greatly appreciated. If 
there is sufficient interest, the 
group may expand to cover programs 
for the 2068. John Conger can be 
reached at home at 301*654-5751. 

MAPYLAND HAMFEST AND COMPUTERFEST 
Sponsored by the Baltimore Radio 
Amateur Television Society on 
SUNDAY, July 29, 1984 at the 
HOWARD COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS. 

Giant Flea 
Market--Computers-Refreshments 

= 
Top Prizes -Good Food 
-Indoor/Outdoor Exhibit 
Areas--Rain or Shine. 

Tickets: $4.00 Tailgating and 
tables available. 

For info and Reservations Write: 
BRATS,PO BX 5915 Baltimore, MD 
21208. 

BRING YOUR FAMILY FOR A DAY IN 
THE FRESH COUNTRY AIR. Kids 

In closing, I woutd tike to 
thank from the bottom ar my 
heart ati or you, who hetpey 
me to compiete my term. 

THANK YOU 

NED 



FASTLOAD Revisited 

I got a "letter to the editor" last month that 
remarked that my review of Fastload looked like it 
had been written in a hurry. He was right - I was 
in the middle of classes, but I wanted to let 
people know about Fastload. The following should 
help to fill in the gaps I left in my last 
review. 

Fastload is one of a group of utility programs 
that have been developed to eliminate one of the 
Timex's biggest problems - its slow LOAD and SAVE 
times. Two other programs (among several ) that 
do the same job are Z-XLR8 and G-Save. Z-XLR8 
seems to have many of the features of Fastload, 
but I haven't seen it in operation. I have seen 
Q-Save in operation. It does LOAD and SAVE fast, 
but it requires an added filter on the line and 
will not LOAD or SAVE data only, as both Fastload 
and Z-XLR8 will. 
Both Fastload and 2-XLR8 offer: 

Hiqh speed operation 
Program SAVE and LOAD 
Dimensioned string (A$(xxx) SAVE LOAD 
Dimensioned Numeric SAVE LOAD 
Catalog function 

Your choice of code locations 
Your choice of SAVE speeds 

The Fastload tape comes with five programs on 
it. There are versions of Fastload, named 
Monitor, to reside above RAMtop (31512 - 32767) 
and below the system variables (2192 - 9461). A 
third bare-bones versior is called the "bootstrap 
loader". It is intended to be spliced onto the 
front of your programs. This allows the fast 
loading of your programs without requiring the 
separate loading of Fastload first. (Incredibly, 
this feature isn't used for the Monitor program. 
Fastload takes 1 min., 35 sec. to load - if the 
bootstrap were used, it would only take 23 
seconds.) The remaining programs on the tape are 
demonstrations of Fastload's speed. 
Upon LOADing "Monitor", you will be watching a 

user-friendly BASIC routine, that will help you 
LOAD Fastload-saved programs. In fact, it also 
isolates you from practicing with the commands. 
Fastload is really a machine code program. When 
you touch the ENTER key, the code is trasferred to 
the area in RAM where it will operate from. As it 
transfers the code, it destroys the source code. 
It gets its commands by searching the variables 
area for a particular dimensioned variable 
-T$(24). Therefore, to use Fastload, once it's 
loaded,there are three steps: 

1) Establish T$ with DIM T$(24) 
2) Set up T$ with the command you wish to give 

Fastload, such as LET T$-"U". Programs are SAVEd 

and LOADed by starting T$ with three prefixes: 
inverse P(space) to SAVE, P(space) to LOAD, or U 
to load the next program. This action is similar 
to the Timex' LOAD "", but it will not crash if it 
starts in the middle of a program. 

3) Invoke Fastload, using a USR call - either 
PRINT USR 8192 or PRINT USR 32685. 
These steps can be included as program lines, 

allowing programs to auto-run when they are next 
loaded. Some of the steps involved will be 
discussed below. 

Chaining Fastload 
It is possible to chain the bootstrap loader 

ahead of Fastload, which is ahead of your object 
program. As with any time two programs are 
blended together, you must have a clear idea of 
what each program's requirements are. Fastload 
needs 1200 bytes, either at 31512 or 8192. In 
addition, there must be a T$ that has been DIMmed 
to 24. 

Following the directions on the bootstrap 
loader, record a copy of the loader on your future 
program tape. Set it aside. Reset the machine, 
and load the Monitor. It is necessary to have a 
copy of Fastload in the proper place in memory 
before you attempt to SAVE a program with it. If 
you intend to chain Fastload onto the tape, LOAD a 
second copy from the source tape (using the 
Timex's LOAD), and press BREAK (the original copy 
will have destroyed itself as it moved the code). 
Now let T$" P Fastload", and change line 60 to 
60 PRINT USR M. Reinsert the future program tape 
and GOTO 1. You will now be able to write your 
own prompt screen. When you press ENTER with 
nothing but the cursor between quotes, the program 
and screen will be fastsaved. 
If you don't feel the need for the 

"user-friendly" feature, you can make Fastload 
load your program immediately. Add lines: 

100 RAND USR P 
460 RAND USR Z 
470 LET T$="+" 
480 RAND USR P 
350 LET T&=" [P)program name)" 
600 RAND USR P 

And remove the rest. (The variabes alrady are 
in the program.) Now make sure that Ts") 
Fastload", and GOTO 60. Fastload will SAVE, and 
immediately look for your program. Press BREAK, 
and remove the tape. * 
Now is the time to set RAMtop, if you need a 

special value. Then LOAD your object program 
normally, DIM T$(24), LET T$=[P]program name", and 
replace the SAVE line in your program with RAND 
USR 32685 (or 8192). Replace the bootstrapped 
tape, then GOTO that line, and the program will be 
fast saved. When the tape is run, the bootstrap 
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will go in using a standard load. then fastload 

Fastload, which in turn will either wait for your 

input or automatically load your program. 

A Special Case 

In trying to blend TFO with Fastload I ran into 
à problem. TFO also uses T$, but its T$ is DIMmed 
to 32. Dr. Pearson anticipated this, but I 
couldn't add a different command string, due to 
the workings of TFO. Instead, I went into the 
code, and changed Fastload's check that T$=24 to à 
check that T$>=24, I then went to the Monitor 
program and changed the corresponding byte in the 
source array, then chained the program in the 
usual way. The result is a TFO that automatically 
sets RAMtop to the maximum and loads in one 
minute. I expect that a fully filled TFO will 
SAVE in six minutes, rather than 25, Call me for 
more info on this application. 

SAVEing Arrays 
The biggest savings in time occurs when you use 

Fastload to SAVE data only - an 8K text file from 
WSII SAVEs in 30 seconds. There are four new 
prefixes for T$ to load arrays:N - array letter, 
inverse N - array letter for numeric arrays, $ - 
array letier and inverse $- array letter for 
string arrays. It's possible to save from A$ and 
load the result back into B$. What's more, they 
don't even have to be the same size - if it's too 
long, the excess is dropped, if it's too short the 
rest of the array is left alone. As with the 
autc-starting programs, it is possible to 
incorporate the lines that set the values of T$ up 
in your program, and SAVE or LOAD data from within 
the program. An example of that was given in the 
April newsletter. 

And Mre..... 

There is one more feature to Fastload - its 
reports. Upon RETurn from the machine code, you 
will be able to see how the SAVE went or to verify 
the contents of the tape. You may have noticed 
that I specified PRINT USR 8192 rather than the 
usual RAND USR 8192. The Print allows you to 
inspect these results. By setting T$="C", PRINT 
USR 8192 and playing the tape will return a report ' 
on the quality of the code on the tape. If there 
is some interest shown in this. I'll present some 
ideas on how to write a program to take advantage 
of these reports. 

Mark Fisher 

SPECTRUM EMULATOR FOR TS 2068 

CATS MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING 
MAY BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN 
EMULATOR VERY SHORTLY. WE HAVE 
MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO OBTAIN 
THESE EPROM BOARDS FROM ITS 
MANUFACTURING FACILITY. THE 
BOARDS WILL BE IN SHORT SUPPLY 
FOR AWHILE DUE TO A SHORTAGE OF 
THE EPROM CHIPS. ANYONE WHO IS 
INTERESTED MAY ORDER THE EPROM 
THROUGH GESANG ASSOCIATES. EACH 
ORDER MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A 
DEPOSIT OF $30 OF WHICH $20 IS 
NONEREFUNDABLE. THE TOTAL COST 
WILL BE BETWEEN $79.95 AND 
$89.95. THE DELIVERY TIME IS AT 
LEAST 6 WEEKS. MORE NEWS WILL BE 
GIVEN AT THE JULY MEETING. IN 
ADDITION A FULLER DISCUSSION IN 
THE AUGUST CATS NEWSLETTER. YOU 
MUST BE A CATS MEMBER TO ORDER 

1984 

AD RATES CATS NEWSLETTER 
X 3X &X LX 

FULL Pac $100 204 570 1080 

HALF PAGE — 55 161 313 5% 
QUARTER PAGE 30 88 171 24 

BUSINESS CARD 15 43 81 155 

(7" WIDE BY 10" LONG MAXIMUM SIZE. 
CAMERA READY MATERIAL IN BLACK AND 
WHITE.) ` 

WE WILL MAIL YOUR ENCLOSURE,READY 
TO MAIL WITH NEWSLETTER, WE WILL 
CHARGE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF ENCLOSURE, 
ASK US FOR QUOTE AND NUMBER NEEDED, 
(8.5" x 11" sizE-$25 PER ISSUE.) 



AVOID COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENTS 

A users group’s library is often enlarged by the copying of 

programs that were written by individuals who are not group 
members. It would be wise, therefore, to be familiar with 
copyright laws with respect to computer programs. The following 
are somé general considerations and guidelines concerning the 
copyright law and computer programs. These considerations are 
solely for the convenience of the reader and are not intended 
to, nor should they be interpreted to constitute legal advice. 

Copyright law protects original works of authorship, which 
includes computer programs, at least in visually perceptible 
form. What is protected is not the idea, but rather the form of 

expression. For example, the idea of a space war game, even if 
orignal, would not be copyrightable, but the form of expression 
embodied in an algorithm would be copyrightable. Copyright 
protection begins when the work is first fixed in a tangible 
medium of expression, e.g., reduced to writing. It is important 
to remember that the work need not be published for copyright 
protection to attach and that the law does not require copyright 

notice until the work is actually published. Furthermore, the 

new copyright law is more liberal than the old law in allowing 
the copyright owner to cure omissions of notice or defects in 
the notice, so that one cannot assume that a particular program 
is not copyrighted merely because no copyright notice is 

attached thereto. 

Another important point to remember is that exact copying is not 
required for copyright infringement. If substantial portions of 
the work have been copied such that one would be likely to 
recognize the originaly copyrighted work, copyright infringement 

may have occurred. Also, copyrighted works can be embodied in 

later developed works, commonly called "derivative" works. 

These derivative works are the subject of a separate copyright, 

but permission must be obtained from the owner of the original 

copyrighted work to incorporate it in the derivative work. An 

example of a derivative work would be a translation of a 

computer program from one computer language to another, or the 

inclusion of one program in a more detailed or complex program. 

To be on the safe side, it is best to obtain permission from the 

copyright owner of the original program if the basic algorithm 

or any parts of the program are to be included in a new program 

or the like. 

If there is any quesion as to whether a program has been 

copyrighted, the author of the program should be contacted and 

permission to copy should be obtained in writing. If the program 

appears in a Journal, the publisher as well as the author of the 

publshed program should be contacted and permission obtained. 

Even if no copyright notice appears adjacent to the program, the 

author, if Known, should be contacted to ensure that all parties 

concerned have given their consent. 

This information should help you recognize potentially 

troublesome situations. Remember--if ou are ever in doubt, 

always get permission in writing from the proper authority. 
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SOFTWARE IMPRESSIONS 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
by Alan Pollock 

GAME: CYCLEPATH (Deathchase) by M.J. 
MACHINE: TS 2068 Escort 
LOAD TIME: 2:04 
JOY STICK: Definitely 
SOLD BY: Games To Learn By Inc. 

Box 575, #2 South Street 
Williamsburg, Mass. 01096 
413-268-7505 

PRICE: $19.95 plus shipping 

So you've got a shiny new TS 2068 
sittin’ there when your friends come 
over. "What'll she do?" they say. 

Well you could load a nice spread 
sheet or data file or even a word 
processing program...but you want to 
show off? Load Cyclepath, hand 'em a 
joy stick and let 'em at it! 

Arcade-fast? You bet! 3-D with a 
little imagination. 

On to the story. Somewhere in the 
future you are charged with the 
galactic responsibility of patrolling 
a section of earth on a motorcycle to 
keep the bad guys away. You do this 
in the true cosmic tradition - shoot 
'em. The foes are other motor- 
cyclists, helicopters, tanks etc. 

Sound easy? Catch £l: You have to 
avoid the trees. Catch #2: The only 
time you can fire at the enemy is 
when you are traveling at top speed. 
WHAM ! Those trees come at you pretty 
fast. 

Each time you clear your sector 
daytime and nightime, you progress to 
à new level of difficulty. 
Translation: MORE TREES ! 
There are 8 levels with the promise 
of a fantastic reward after clearing 
the top level - probably no more 
trees. You must do all of this 
without hitting 3 trees. If you do, 
you must start over. If anyone makes 
it through level 8, please let me 
know. ['m still trying to get through 
level 3. 

It's a fast, fun game with color 
and sound, although after a while you 
wish for a volume control. 

It's easier to concentrate when the 
game is played in black and white. I 
suspect that people who are sucessful 
at CYCLEPATH also drive fast around 
the Beltway. 

20 bucks. That's pumping 80 
quarters into an arcade machine. You'd 
be better off “co-op"ing the game with 
someone to halve the cost. 

<><><><><><><><X><><><X><><><><><><><> 

GAME: PENETRATORS by Melbourn House 
MACHINE: TS 2068 
LOAD TIME: 3:50 
JOY STICK: A Must 

SOLD BY: Gesang Associates, Box 452 
Randallstown, Md. 21133 
301-922-0767 

PRICE: Varies $11 to $15 

Do you know someone you want to get 
even with? Preferably someone with 
arthritis in his wrist? Give them the 
TS 2068 game PENETRATOR. While a 
little slower than CYCLEPATH, 
PENETRATOR makes you concentrate 
harder because more dangers exist to 
eliminate you. 

In this two dimensional game, you 
fly a fighter ship over, under and 
through some wicked moving terrain 
while trying to bomb enemy radar, 
shoot down enemy missiles and avoid 
being zapped or crashing into 
mountains or low slung cave ceilings. 

Doesn't sound so bad you say? 
Here's the rub. Your wrist has to be 
able to do 7 things at once: UP, DOWN, 
FORWARD, BACKWARD, SHOOT, BOMB and 
STOP. Gooood luck! Most joy sticks 
can do 6 things. In PENETRATOR, you 
bomb with the fire button but you 
shoot by tapping the joy stick lightly 
to the right at about 2 o'clock. Folks 
that's some work out for your wrist. 
Ah...but that's the challenge. I tried 
to be sneaky and use a combination of 
the joy stick in one hand and the key 
board fire control in the other. Good 
try, but drives you bonkers ! 

This game offers a nice selection 
of menu options including the ability 
to watch a pretty good demo game of 
all 4 levels, and the welcome ability 
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to cut down on the number of sirens. 
I recommend the training option for 
unlimited practice to build your 
confidence. For the creative minds 
you can design and save your own 
landscape with mountains, tunnels, 

enemy radar and missles. 
I like this game because you won't 

master it quickly and then let it 
gather dust. If you can find one at 
$13 or under, it's worth it. 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

GAME: QUACK ! by M. Fisher 
MACHINE: TS 1000 - 2K 
LOAD TIME: 28 seconds 
SOLD BY: M. Fisher Associates 

c/o C.A.T.S. 
PRICE: Maybe more serious involvement 

with the club and/or helping 
out the news letter? 

WARNING: The Surgeon General has 
determined that this game is 
addictive...addictive...addictive. 

What! Another shoot 'em down 
qame? Com' on, gimme a break. OK OK, 
I know who the author is, I'll play. 

You're in charge of security at 
Fisher International Airport - your 
job is to keep the big jets a-flying. 
Those big multi-million dollar 747's 
carrying thousands of humans and tons 
of TS software. Hey, heavy-duty 
pressure. 

The problem is DUCKS - Flocks of 
‘em - flying in the opposite 
direction of the jets. If one of 
those ducks flies into a jet 
engine...YUK ! Mess-time. The big 
silver bird's commin' down. Law- 
suit city. 

With all due respect to the 
Audubon Society, ‘only one thing to 
do. Shoot those ducks outta the sky! 
BUT, if you miss, guess what you'll 
probably hit. You got it - Boeing's 
finest. 

Hey, piece-a-cake. Here come the 
birds. OK now just figure the ducks 
speed and your angle of trajectory 
and FIRE! What? I missed? What's 
goin' on here? 

The maniacal Mr. Fisher makes his 
move. When you fire, the speed of the 

ducks changes and if you only wing ‘em 
(sorry about that), a small part of 
the original duck keeps flying and the 
target becomes much harder to hit. 
Strange bird indeed, but a heck of a 
fun game. 

Simple instructions: Self starting 
and hit almost any button to fire. 
2K - How does he do it ? 

This is family software. At my house 
QUACK ! brings smiles and sqeals of 
delight from all, including the 2 year 
old. This game eases the apprehension 
of non-computerists. 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

PROGRAM: TS DEMO EPROM 
MACHINE: TS 1000 - 2K 
LOAD TIME: Zero ! 
SOLD BY: Gesang Associates, Box 452 

` Randallstown, Md. 21133 
301-922-0767 

PRICE: $15 

"Hey Lucille! Look at this. Can you 
believe it - a review of a 2K demo 
eprom. Boy that news letter must be 
really hard up for articles." 

Humph. As a professional, I can 
only respond - " Oh Yeaaa ?" 

As a novice to computers, I was 
curious. This demo board seemed like a 
good opportunity to learn something 
about eproms and diddle a little with 
the connecting plug. So I splurged 15 
bucks, Jules handed over this funny 
lookin' thing with wires and resistors 
and a chip and guess what - The 
program's neat. 

Love that load time. Hit RUN and 
you're off. Now please overlook the 
obvious hype of a certain watch 
company. The demo's straight foward 
and interactive. 

Does your house have someone that 
thinks you spend too much time with 
computers, someone that's 
uncomfortable around those little 
black boxes?...maybe some folks that 
still marvel at the six transistor 
radio?...mine does. I set it up in 
the kitchen one night and walked 
away. I got a kick out of watching the 

whole family get involved. The program 
asks easy, friendly questions and you 
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should see lots of smiles, hear some 
"that's neat", and best of all "Gee, 
I didn't know it was that easy." 

The program starts with a nice 
moving graphics display, asks your 
name and shows it in big block 
letters (up to 7), which you can 
BREAK and COPY. My children had the 
best time with this and the basic 
math. 

Next we have a little show-off 
trigonometry, bar graph, clever 
graphics of the Space Shuttle and 
finally the demo ends with the most 
humorous bit - recipes. Did he say 
recipes ? 

A chicken dinner recipe for 4 is 
shown and you have the option to 
enter how many people you need to 
serve and the recipe adjusts 
accordingly. Where's the humor ? My 
wife entered 926 people and everyone 
roared when the recipe converted. 

The demo personally thanks you and 
re-starts, waiting for the next 
technophobic to walk by. 

Too mundane you sneer? Not 
sophisticated enough for you?...Well, 
excuse me - you're definitely IBM 
material. 

As beginners, my family and I have 
already had our moneys worth of fun 
together, and that's the key. But do 
me a favor, don't tell Jules how 
enjoyable this is. He's got a gold 
mine here. 

[I'll miss this demo when it's 
dismantled. 

TS 2068 QUICK-FIX 

I'm looking for an answer to make 
my TS 2068 space bar work when 
pressed on either end. Until then 
I've put masking tape on the areas 
that don't work. When my finger hits 
the rough tape texture it 
automatically slides over to the 
working part of the bar. 

‘THIS COULD BE YOUR 
AD 
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Contributed by: 

DUNCAN R. TEAGUE 

Planetariva Director 
EPHEMERIS V CRAIGNONT PLANETARIUN 

Menphis, Tennessee 

Ephemeris V is a planet finder program for the Timex Sinclair 16K Computer. It loaded in one try and ran automatically. After briefly displaying the title, author, and copyright statements, it asks for information about the user's location in time and space. Inputs are required for the user's latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees), the date (as an eight-digit number), and local time (using a 24-hour clock). There was a thoughtful reminder to subtract an hour for daylight savings time, 

Since Ephemeris V is advertised as a planet finder, the program next asks what Planet the user wants to find. The only one I could see the evening in question was Jupiter. I pressed the appropriate key for Jupiter, and, a few seconds later, the television screen was filled with information in a neat display. Information included my latitude and longitude, local sidereal time, the current phase of the moon, the constellation in which Jupiter was located, and Jupiter's coordinates in three different systems: right ascension and declination; altitude and azimuth; and plain English. 

The next screen is a menu of eight choices, 
graphic display of the sky -- a 50° 
found and the nearby constellations. 
flashing f. 

the most impressive of which is a 
section of the ecliptic including the planet just 

The position of the planet is indicated by a 

The same information can be obtained for 
If the object is not in the sky at the time s 
user is told this information along 
object. 

another planet, the sun, or the toon. 
pecified during the set-up phase, the 

with the time of the next meridian transit of that 

Other options allow the alteration of the latitude, longitude, date, and time of observation. The last option is to find a "glven point," essentially a process by which right ascension and declination of the "given point" are converted to altitude and 
azimuth. 

The only problems I found with Ephemeris V are in this option. When the right ascension and declination of the given point are input, the display shows the right 
ascension one minute less than the value input by the user. If the observer's local 
sidereal time and 0° declination are the inputs, the azimuth displayed should be 180°, 
and the altitude displayed should be same as the altitude of the observer's celestial 
equator. Instead the program "crashes" and reports an error code that means an 
arithmetic overflow. 

Despite these two minor problems, Ephemeris V is an impressive program. It can 
tell the user the required information for any year between 1920 and 2020. Por the 
next SEPA Conference in Bradenton, Florida, Ephemeris V indicates that Mars and Saturn 
will be inconjunction in Libra, and that the third quarter moon will rise just in time 
for a midnight swim on the 21st (of June 1984). It would make a great interactive 
lobby display for a science museum. Visitors could easily follow the prompts once the 
set-up phase is completed. I know I']1 use Ephemeris V to provide answers to those 
off-the-wall questions I get by telephone about when the moon will be full next May 
and where to look in the morning sky for Venus and Mars. 

Ephemeris V is available from Robotec, Inc., 59 C Street, Ampoint Industrial Park, ` 
Perrysburg, Ohio (43551). The cost is $14.95 + $1.25 S&H for mail order for the cassette 
and the acompanying documentation. 
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MAKING BACKUP CASSETTE COPIES FOR 2068 
AUTORUN MC PROGRAMS. 

With a little analysis it turns out to 
be very easy to make backup copies of 
most commercial 2068 autorun MC programs 
from your computer. These programs are 
usually not responsive to BREAK and LIST. 
One always successful way of course is to 
make a cassette to cassette copy using 
two player recorders. Signal condition- 
ing (attenuation/filtering) between the 
ear jack of the sending player and the 
mic jack of the receiving recorder is 
required. The author owns a Winky Board 
I which accomplishes this very well for 
TS 1000/1500 tapes and it is presumed 

* that the Winky Board for the 2068 (not 
yet acquired by the author) will work 
similarly. However, in those cases 
where the MC program contains a BASIC 

"LOADER" there is no problem 
making a backup tape from your computer 
with a little analysis. The MERGE command 
will load the tape the same as LOAD but 
among other things it will not execute 
a programmed autorun. Start out with 
MERGE " " therefore and stop the tape as 
soon as the OK report appears. Do not 
rewind! Then LIST and analyze what you 
see. Using PSION VU-3D as an example for 
those that have it, you first see a one 
liner which says LOAD "VU-3D" - clearly 
identifying a subsequent basic program on 
the tape. Therefore, in this example, 
one would MERGE " " again, stop again, 
and LIST. In the VU-3D example one now 
sees a 14 line program which requires 
some analysis. What indeed are we look- 
ing for? We are looking first for those 
lines which LOAD " " SCREEN$ and which 
LOAD " " CODE. In the VU-3D example, we 
will see this in line 9 of the 14 line 
program. Another thing we're looking for 
is a reset of RAMTOP. In the VU-3D 
example, we find this also in line 9. 
Unfortunately I really 
can't give you a universal recipe since 
an analysis of each individual program is 
required. In the VU-3D example, it is 
clear that a LOAD followed by a start 
from line 9 will (a) reset RAMTOP, (b) 
load the display screen, and (c) load the 
machine code. Another line (line 12) 
divulges the number of bytes in the MC 

11 

section since SAVE""CODE m, n requires 

full parsing (i.e., specification of m, 
the start address, and n, the number of 

bytes included). However, if one isn't 

sure of n, it is always a sure thing to 

include all of the bytes between the 

RAMTOP plus 1 and P-RAMT (65535) 
This is the case in the VU-3D example. I 
will now describe a "cookbook" recipe to 
copy the example program; namely, PSION 
VU-3D. Two cassettes are involved - the 
original, C-0, and the copy, C-C. The 
following instructions involve direct 
commands. 

VU- 3D 

STEP REMARK 

1. Insert C-0, 
MERGE "" 
Start recorder. 

Stop recorder on 
OK report. Do not 
rewind 

2. NEW Obliterates 1 line 
LOAD program 
(unnecessary) 

3. MERGE "" Stop recorder on 
Start recorder. OK report. Do not 

rewind. 

4. LIST- Add line 
9999 as follows: 
9999 SAVE "VU-30" 
LINE 9 Ç 

5. Remove C-O Do not rewind C-0. 
Insert C-C. Put a blank leader 

in C-C. 

6. GOTO 9999 Direct command. The 
2068 will instruct 
you re' recorder. 

7. Stop the record- Don't waste tape. 
er immediately It will only cause 
after the OK delay in reload. 
report. 

8. Remove C-C. Do not rewind C-C. 
Insert C-0. LOAD PSION named this 
"S" SCREEN$ file "S". You will 
Stop recorder as have to operate 
soon as OK PLAY on recorder 
report shows up. without prompt. 

8 [t has since been determined 

that Winky I will work on the 

2068 tapes for duping machine 

Cont.on pg 12 



Cont. from pg 11 

9. Remove C-0. 
Insert C-C. SAVE 
"S" SCREEN$ Stop 
recorder as soon 
as OK report shows up. 

You will get re- 
corder prompt. 

10. Remove C-C. Insert 
C-O. LOAD " " CODE 
Stop recorder as 
soon as OK report 
shows up. 

11. Remove C-0. Insert 
C-C. SAVE “VU-3D" 
code 30720, 34815 

Test your new copy by rewinding the tape, 
resetting the computer and LOAD "VU-3D". 
You won't be able to tell the difference 
from the original. It's all there. Of 
course the procedure will vary somewhat 
for other programs dependent on analysis 
of the BASIC "LOADER", 

Bernie Gerber 

simlar 
JUANTUM 

2£ --- TH 

IMG OF THE 
Ty, REPRE IVES OF 

BIR REFER CHHMBRICGE, 
ho nee It THE FIRST 
IN AMERIC: REVOLU- 
R; 5IncULA COMPUTER. 

IN ZAPU DEVELOPMENT, THE NEW 
“SINCLAIR FOR 1334 WARS TO BE A 
RHEST:;iLED Zze^EZCTAUM YITH CUAL 
4ICRO ORIVESI AND 8 FLAT SCREEN 
CISPLAY, BUT THE CECISIOM YAS 
“MACE TO BUILD AN ENTIRELY NEV 
MACHINE AROUND THE MOTOROLA 
53003 MICROPROCESSOR... AND 
WHAT A MACHINE IT IS. 

AN RUCTENCE OF SEVERAL HUNDRED 
WIEVED A SPECTACULAR LIVE DEMO 
THAT WAS PROJECTED ONTO A LARGE 
SCREEN. AFTER THE MULTI-MEDIA 
DEMO. QUESTIONS WERE TAKEN FROM 
THE ENTHUSIASTIC SATHERING AND 
TUO COMPUTERS WERE MACE AVAIL- ` 

E TO ANVYOME WHO WISHED TO TRY 
“HANDS-ON... AND LOTS 

OF 5 DID. BY NOs (OU HAVE READ 
CRiBING TRE FEATURES 

D r- He + +Á r ni 

FROM HASTILY WRIT- 
THAT MAY ROC SOME NEN 

YOU ALRERCY KNOW. 

RESOURCES 

At the moneat I have very little to report ia the 
Resources area. For those looking for copies of the 
book THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO TIMEX/SINCLAIR HOME 
COMPUTERS, by Morse, Adamson, Anrep and Hancock should 
try Maryland Book Exchange ia College Park. 

I am working oa sone continuance of Hone Energy 
Programs and will report more on then next month, | 
would like more input from members of the group who 
have ideas and information to share. You car call me at 
3013270-5791 after 11 A.M. 
Mike Cohen 

THIS COULD BE YOUR 
AD 
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: Bek FOR DISPLAY, 56K FOR 
OPERATING SYSTEM, OVER SOK FREE 

"TUO RS5-232C SERIAL PORTS WITH 
PARALLEL SPTISN 

400 PAGE MANUAL <A TECHNICAL 
"OL BIBLE’ ,WRITTEN BY op-sy¥s 
AUTHOR IS CURRENTLY BEING PREP 
HRED FOR RELEASE BY YEAR END) 

2 SÜFTURRE INCLUDED: “UILL LHP, 
“ERSEL"SRAPHICS, "BRCHIUE'" 
CATABASE MhGMT, BND “ABACUS ' 
SPREACSHEET ALi Y PSION 

hi R DE.ÀELOP- 
CAH CORP. 
Y PENOINS 
AVAILABLE 

2 EK CELIN- 
WILL WORK IN 
BUT HOT TU), 

G OTHER HEANS 
3, WILL AVDIC 

SITUATION THAT PLACES 

SINCLAIR 
OF MARKETING 
ANY 
T 

i CIS- 
RIBUTIAN 20T 2F THEIR CONTROL. 

*"2JLUB", THE c BUREAU. A 
SINCLAIR SFO C USER GROUP 
WITH BI-MONTHL* NE ETTER, 
FREE SOFTHWRARE UPDA FOR A 
$30. ANNUAL FEE 

2 IN-THE-YORKS: A 53000 ASSEMBLER 
PASCAL, FORTRAN. 
TERMINAL EMULATOR 
R MINI, MAINFRAME. 
HNRLOG-TO-DIGITHL CONVERTER, 
HARD DISK INTERFACE. MODEM. 
IEEE-433 INTERFACE, AND MUCH, 
MUCH MORE. 
PRICE: $433. 

"C" COMPILER, 
TO TIE INTO 
OR VICEOTEX, 

THE REVOLUTION CONTINUES... 
I HAYE SEEN THE FUTURE OF PER- 
SONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS COMPUT- 
IMG, AND IT I5 SINCLAIR OL, 

OF UIDIOM, 
PROVICENCE.RI 02386 



TIMEX CORPORATION Waterbury Ct. 04720 

Dear Timex Sinclair 2068 Users 

Thank you for your receat request for technical information on 
the T/S 2058 conputer. Available information is as follows. 

A large size schenatic diagram of the 152048 nay be purchased 
for $2.30 (postage included) fron the Timex facility in Little 
Rock, Arkansas (Address listed below). The schenatic is 
available now. 

A Conprehensive Technical Manuel will also be available from `. — i ee M TS 
Little Rock, approximately May 21, 1984. The manuel is about 300 | |, PREM STARSPIN/SPECTRUM © CCO : : Ë verton 1933 Hodified for T5206: pages long and includes a reduced-sized schematic diagram, It BGerber 1384 STARSPIN 1 ZX/COMFU 
will be priced at $25.00 (postage included). This casprehensive TING FEB -MAR 19834 PE SITO 
Technical Manuel contains al] of the information that was to i a clade zd Mr PO Cn OBEN S 
appear ia the "Advanced Programming Concepts Manuel” referred to 3 QUER 2: CLEAR 53335 
in the T/s 2068 Users Manuel. It includes updated and corrected £ PORE 23553,8 versions of all of the material which previously had been aade Stu S SS FEF. Er8 
available as the "Timex Sinclair 2000 Third Party Software 40 FOR N=845 TO 24PI+0 STEP FI 
Guide’. It also contains additional information, some of which 2g. I Beiter Sa S. ; has been published as Technical Bulletins, and sone of which is suam P PEDT AE NEEE RAA NS 
new. This Manuel includes ALL technical information which is 15 INK 9- PLOT 1274127435IN tre available from Tinex for the T/S 2068. The Manuel will include a fps Oleg oe ee ee) Ë AMAR : : š i7 d: PLI? 1274127*5IH t printed circuit board layout for using EPROMS in the cartridge PIvSO),a7earacas INIPI SOI i 
port. 13 INK 8: PLOF 127+127s5IH í! + 

3sPI:/180),G74873COB5 iN+SePI1se! 
Subjects covered include nenory, bank*switching, block diagram, “< sO. ns <a PEUR LE (Ag 0200 SN 3 
1/0 facilities, 1/0 port layout nap, interface with external 25 CRAY 704 (SIM i-HM«&PI-;231-8I 
devices, connector specifications, system software, connands Neg es e sentra err x. available on the 2068 but not on the ZX Spectrum, advanced video quer LIP cs er M 
modes, connection of RGB Monitor, and other information. 27 CRAY 3S52:51M NFI 2: -2IN 

2531003 :iN&4PI-Zz)-ZQOS 1 
The address for both the schematic and Technical Manuel is as = oa A laa 
follows: 43 LET Z=Z+7220 

SƏ LET D=D+PI2 32 
Technical Materials Sales Division 25 y M 
P.0. 8ox 1378 32 20 TO 2288 
Mittle Rock, Arkansas 72203 2o DONE Se EE o fee ral 3422320. READ 32: OKE HM, WERT N f l > RANDOMIZE USR 61000 The information described above is the ONLY technical E Nai ee aes J3,Z-INT (Z725 information that is available for the T/S 2068 computer. No 5) +255, INT (27256) .6,27.197,5.3, " ° " y 

36,1 $3 209; 19041 , 3 5 24: z information is available for products which have not yet been ites aes Ja LL s Sir. S shipped, including the Modem, System Interface Unit, 88-Colunn 120 RETURN FEX 
Printer, or Microdrives. Accessories and peripherals marketed ane aaa erat ones STEP 20 for the ZX Spectrum will not, in general, directly interconnect 218 RESTORE 223: FOR N=54000+F with the T/S 2068. We have no information on modifications TO 64813+F: READ O: POKE N,O: tE required for such an interconnection. ge Fs DATA 17,Z-INT (2/258) #258 I 

NT (2/256) ,33,8,64,6;27,137,8.% Thank you for your continued interest ia the T/S 2068. 26,113,19,35,15,249,193,16,244 238 LET Z=747280 
Regards, 258 POKE 542623,201 392 IF INRET $= THEN RANCOMI:= 
i aire Manager i 383 IF INKEY$="5" THEN FOR “=: ct Planning TO 20: NEXT x: RANOCMIZE USR 513 08: GO TO 393 13 309 G0 TO 300 
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ahere js the TIME! MICE? 
It': alive ana well and i: now being sold 
by I-I NEY ang Other distributors. This 
prou, aliows toe Timex computer to enter 
The ney era Of TE LZCOMPTIULNICATIONS. It 5 
Sinple tO anttall and ure, Just unplug 
your Pnone jack +rGm tae phone outlet, 
Plu3 this Carle into tre modem, . and 
CONTR ID the DARED Phone jack back into the 
pone eutlet. Then connect your computer 
TO the moom. load the Supplied so¢teare 
MTER T) ang ca are rei») to usc 
FEITES Or other Comoutan and data batks. 
There 15 TO. Teed tO nave any Kncwle43e5 OF 
Coürut.n3 OF pmo amen tO make ote oF 
Sis Srcəauct, With the MIERMT software 
Iai, ‘JOUR Computer and modem will 
function as a smart terminal. With this 
13, (amt aftropriate Subscriptions or 
ÜeubenlhipPt) ‘Ku will be able ta use your 
tei:2none line to: 
* COMMCT to Outside telecomwunications 
services like THE SOURCE. Compuzerve, Bow 
vones New. Retrieval, and MI Digital 
Deiematioan Services Corp. a 
* sz sour telereome in the normal 
fafhicm, without Charging any 
Connections. ` 
+ Dank and ihcp at hone, 
* ietes Slectronic mail. 
s MLE: the latetl mui. weather, spurts 
374 €i1nanCc:al itvormation. 
+ pead electronic esitions Æ important 
vm Capers, ma 3237 i r> and àdwisaor'j 
FENCES. 
+ salper PStéarch (TOM aà wide range oO 
iif a3 data paces, 
CISsuniCAte with other computers. 
Tae imo special interest — bulletin 

POAP adt. 
Print dizPlaued tcrsens (with optional 

Tier printer, 
in addition? to such capabilities. your 
¿ese  Mooem Can æ aang nore JENI 
FUTCT ONES UTEP the control of optional 
coer wars package. The NEJ Modem comes 
wit? lacictte ico£6twarc for Timex 100,1544 
an3 cand CoMputers and ha: Auto Dial auto 
Tes ser Features, 

w, l `. .j `+ TAE = , s S: 
Ul st i NT sid nu 
All T.sme Sinclair products sold 

«T Fare FO Bt ia. 
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TO cD3€^, Feng Check oe M.O. to: 
PaT 
= e i 

TAL Southern srtems 
Quincy, " 22153 
(61721 773-2137 
Visa and Master Cara alin accepted, 

T 51 699 SERIES FLOPPY DISK 
SYSTEM for TIMEX SINCLAIR USERS 

Interface Board Fd L4 (445 on board DOS In ROM +e s £M 
€ High speed up to 31 2 K character sec 
g SAVE and LOAD from Timex Sincias BASIC no 
PEEK a POKE 3 or USF's 

8 Al commands fully integrated into Timex Sinciair Base 
and do not interfere wrtn tape SAVE and LOAD 

€ Systern compatibie with other computers 
a Extensive command list 
8 Create your own data types via READ and WRITE 
piryecal track commancs 

Designed especially for all Timex conpeters, the 
2038 offers some exceptional features at a 
remarkable price. It’s one of the bez modelar’ 
hook-up Bodens. This means you don’t need to pat 
acoustic ‘cups’ oa your telephone. Just pleg the 
podem Into your phone Jack. The standard SART I” 
software that comes oa cassette will allow yos to 
use the 2058 with TIMEX 1000,150@ and 2069 
Computers and provides the capability to asto 
answer incoming computer calls, as vell as access 
any outside data base. The optional SART II 
software comes oa cassette aad provides auto dial 
of ep to 14 different phone aumbers, each with 
it’s ova preset access codes and Tog-oe sequences! 
You cam save and load other files Coatazining phone 
numbers and other communication parameters... 
making the auto dial feature capable of many more 
than the basic 14 suebers. Incoming data is 
handled just as sicely. Yos can store it right is 
your RAM and print it out later. For exangle, a 
friend might send you a letter over he phone. He 
types it all op, thea dials your number. Yoer 
TIMEX answers the phooe Cevea if you're not there) 
and receives the message im am instant. When you 
get have, yos check the computer for Messages, see 
One present, and have it printed out! ORDER YOUR $ 
TOOAY! 2058 MODEM 4 1b. $119.95 SMART 11/2048 1 
1b.$29.95 E-2 KEY 
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JIM HAYES,DOVER DE. 
STREAMING ALONG 

I'm sure that you all know by now how to drive your printers 
from e program; you simply replace your customary FRINT statement 
with a LFRINT statement. 

Simple, right? 
Eut what if you have a program which will print to the printer 

or to the screen at the user's option? How do you program this 
ebility into the computer? You might try something like this: 
10 INFUT"Frint to S-creen, or F-rinter";af 
ZO IF a$-"F" THEN LFRINT "Message" 
XO IF a¢="S" THEN FRINT "Message" 

This method works well, but takes two sets of print statements 
et every output point. Thus taking up valuable memory and slowing 
your computerized masterpiece down. l 

Fortunately, Uncle Clive provided an alternate way of sending 
output to the screen and/or printer. This alternate way has to do 
with the way that your TS 2068/2X Spectrum looks et outputed data. 

Upon power-up, the computer sets up channels for your output 
to travel along. These channels ere to the printer, screen, edit 
lines, end other areas beyond the scope of this erticle. It then 
assjgns these channels to certain output statements: screen for 
FRINT and LIST; printer for LPRINT end LLIST; and edit lines for 
ROM cutput. This channeling of data is known as STREAMING. Each of 
the three primary output areas mentioned are given a number all 
their own. Stream 1 goes to the edit lines, stream 2 goes to the 
screen, and stream Z goes to the printer. Thus; by changing the 
default area of each stream, we can redirect outputed data. This 
redirecting is accomplished by assigning the stream to a new area: 
"K" for the edit lines, "S" for the screen, and "F" for the 
printer. Thus, by changing the output area of stream 2, we can 
cause FRINT and LIST statements to go somewhere other than on the 
screen. This is done by using the OPENS statement in the form of 
OFEN#:Streeam>,"<Device>". Consider the new version of our program: 
10 INFUT"Frint to the S-creen, or F-rinter";a¢: OPEN#2, at 
20 FRINT"Message" 

This new version does the same as the first but shorter. In a 
longer program this can add up to a savings of several kilobytes. 
Of course, once you have re-routed the data, you can return it to 
its normal .area by using the CLOSE# command in the format of 
CLOSE#<Stream>. i í 

Another unique trick of streaming is the ability to print on 
the edit lines by opening stream 2 to the "K" device. See if you 
can figure this out from the previous examples we’ve used. 

Happy streaming! I 

THIS COULD BE YOUR 
AD 
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+H CTER BUILCER4 i 1 REM MARCAS NÉ SBHGRACTER BUILCERS Bv LEE os nte BNPUT 8 DIGIT BINARY 
soKasr $5 x oe £83 BINARY ` 
: xig eeeeocQeQ = a 19 DIM Pia BVAAAAA2 = Q 23 l oe 009111120 = se 20 LET Btii sigs 2: rh 2 EE at (1) =1 @iaaaala = 6s 21 LET D (2: =64 - te = Se cer s PE @@1iiiijia = eg ze Boia E oaaao = Z en LET Dig: =o aD 113 < 336 Sere ie T 91111110 = 126 ZS LET Dietas alaaa = 54 

28 LET Di7:-2 
27 LET Cia: =1 
2a LET I=- 
eo LET =ð 
3@ LET Zz$z'" 
40 INPUT Bs 

Q RE-hPFPTuz2 n 2k eit ZQ IF LEN É$:,8 THEN GOTO 30. MO Be DETINE TONY BEY BO PRINT Tae 218$; SESE EES EN 70 FOR R-1 To Š 
SO IF B$:Ri="13” THEN LET F=R+D 

tml 
G Sz IF Bs iR:=”1"” THEN LET ose -CHES 128 

100 IF B5$!iR:-"Q'" THEN LET A=A+0 105 IF B$iR:i-"Q" THEN LET Gs$-G$ +CHRe 49 
il8 NExT aoaaa = e ey Cl ay Oy Oe F: 80 Es 220 PRI: 

aoaaa = à CLLLLECE 25 PRI @2a1iaaa = ža TEE OL 130 LET ecleaiea = 3š LN ON EE 140 IF 00110122 = zz ict SE ise PRI: oadaalgs = š LLLLUM ` FINE apr 
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